Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is among the most popular combinatorial problems and has been widely studied with many extensions in the literature. There have been integer programming formulations and solution approaches for TSP and its variations. One of the most popular topics is the multiple TSP (m-TSP). It has been started to work on the last decades. Generally, m-TSP has a single depot and more than one tour. However, some types have more than one depot. Besides, if seeking, many encounter with double traveling salesman problem (d-TSP). As inferred from the literature, d-TSP is a variation of m-TSP in which two salespersons operate in parallel. They start and end either in a single or two depots. Apart from the literature, a new TSP model has been constructed in this study. The model analyzes the behaviors of traveling salesmen both in the main and secondary tour. Tours have been aggregated via single node existing in the secondary tour. In the application part, Simulated Annealing (SA) was used to optimize the traveling paths of salesmen. The objective parameters of both tours have been explored within a numerical example. According to them, several cost values have been found. The optimum parameters and costs of both tours are to be determined and some practical issues relevant to the behaviors of traveling salesmen have been given. Results suggest that alternative travel plans of traveling salesmen could be possible. Also, findings give hints about both tours and their characteristics.
Introduction
The traveling salesman problem is among the popular topics in the field of combinatorial optimization. The salesman has an objective to minimize the travel distance by visiting each city only once. The complexity of TSP grows exponentially as number of nodes increases. If huge number of nodes exist, TSP gets substantially hard. Therefore, new techniques and methodologies have been developed so as to solve TSP effectively. Heuristic and metaheuristic solution procedures are the most accepted ones to cope with TSPs. TSP covers many sub-topics which have close relations with other complex structured routing problems. By the way, TSP (decision version) is NP-complete problem. TSP is also in class NP and many other problems, such as satisfiability problem (SAT), clique problem, vertex cover problem and hamiltonian path problem reduce to TSP decision problem (Farahani & Hekmatfar (eds.), 2009, p. 33-34). Basically, TSP has two widely researched variants, named as traveling purchaser problem (TPP) and vehicle routing problem (VRP). Those are applicable and useful for operations research and especially in the field of many industries. Other than TPP and VRP, m-TSP is another form of TSP in which more than one salesman operates through multiple paths. Bektas (2006) gives some formulations and solution procedures for m-TSP. Although there exist quite more publications upon TSP and VRP, m-TSP has less attention in the literature. Possible variations of m-TSP are classified by number of depots, number of salesmen, the number of salesmen having fixed charges, time windows and the other special constraints. One of the most widely studied m-TSP is double traveling salesman problem (d-TSP). In d-TSP, some types have two depots and two salesmen operate independently. Other types have single depot and they return to the original depot. If the salesmen being used in optimization are not stated, then each salesman usually has an associated fixed cost incurring whenever this salesman used in this solution. On the other hand, number of tours is fixed in d-TSP. D-TSP has two tours in all cases.
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In this research, a new model has been proposed for d-TSP, named as two centered d-TSP (tcd-TSP). The reason of using this term is the existing of two depots (centers) which are waiting to be selected among other nodes. One of them is the home depot of primary tour and the other is the home depot of secondary tour. Therewithal, the second center is the aggregation point of both tours. To be clear, the model investigates the relative status of primary and secondary paths. Hence, two parameters are set to evaluate both tours and their characteristics. Eventually, the optimum traveling plan and the optimum parameters for tcd-TSP are to be found out.
Literature Research
There has been wide range of publication upon TSP and its variations. Burkard, Deineko, van Dal, van der Veen and Woeginger (1998) write a survey upon special cases of the TSP. They mention about symmetric and asymmetric matrices, euclidean TSP and the various special cases of the TSP. One of the leading classifications is depending on data whether to be symmetric or asymmetric. In symmetric TSP (s-TSP), the cost measure The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 formally introduces the tcd-TSP and gives the integer programming formulation. In Section 4, a simulated annealing based algorithm for the problem is proposed and the model is tested for a group of parameters and findings are given. Finally, Section 5 summarizes and comments on the contribution of this paper.
Mathematical Model for tcd-TSP
As mentioned in introduction part, a new mathematical model has been developed in this section. In tcd-TSP, the problem has two center points selecting among nodes and tours are aggregated via single node existing in the secondary tour. The 82 center points are represented as the home depots of the tours. Thus, the optimum solution changes as the home depots change. In addition, each travel path is set by a parameter. Thence, the optimum solution is also affected by the objective parameters. In light of this information, the basic tcd-TSP can be formulated as follows: In the model formulation, objective function minimizes the total cost of two salesmen in terms of distance. Equations (Eqs.) (1) and (2) are the degree constraints for the primal tour. Eqs. (3) and (4) are the degree constraints for secondary tour. Inequalities (Ineq.) (5) and (6) are the subtour elimination constraints for tour 1 and 2, respectively. Expression (7) gives decision variables and states that some of the nodes belong to primary tour and the remaining belongs to the other one. The integer programming formulation has n 2 +n+m 2 -m zero-one decision variables and 2 n+1 +2 m +n+m constraints for each model constructed because of the unknown location of transfer point. In total, there exist mn 2 +m 3 +mn-m 2 zero-one decision variables and m2 n+1 +m2 m +mn+m 2 constraints in the integer programming model. Thus, the formulation has О(mn 2 ) integer variables and О(m2 n+1 ) constraints if inequality n≥m is hold. The tcd-TSP formulation has approximately the four thousand variables and twenty million inequalities when n=20, m=10. 
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The proposed integer programming model for tcd-TSP is convenient for tourism organizations, cargo and freight transportation by all modes, the design of two-piece objects, fixing the transfer/transshipment points and depot locations and etc.
Application of the SA Algorithm for the tcd-TSP
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi (1983) introduced the simulated annealing algorithm which attempts to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems in operational research area by using the annealing process of hard metals. The authors found out the relation between the annealing process and optimization. Thereafter, they formulated the relation in compact form and it has begun to apply in many optimization problems. In this section, a neighborhood structure has been developed and embedded in SA algorithm. Here, also a distinct objective function is evaluated for two interrelated tours. This structure is peculiar to tcd-TSP. As explained clearly, the overall steps of SA are given below:
1. Steps of the SA Algorithm for tcd-TSP
Step 1. Select the initial tours A and B, objective parameters  and  , iteration limit K, the iteration limit L for temperature change, initial temperature T0, cooling rate r (0< r <1). Global solution A * =A 1 , B*= B 1 , global index k=1 and iteration counter l=1.
Step 2. Select a point randomly from secondary tour B and fix it as transfer point between A and B. Revise the primal tour A including the home depot location.
Step 3. Define two indices for both tours separately and exchange the points represented by them. For instance, indices a, b for A and indices d, e for B. Calculate the net improvement as
. It should be here noticed that alpha and beta can get out of the brackets since they are parameters.
Step 4. If 0  Z (min.), then accept the solution and update it. Go to step 6, otherwise go to step 5.
Step 5. If
. Go to step 7.
Step 6. If the objective value   and .
Step 7.
and update T as T r T *  . Return to Step 2.
Step 8. If K k  then stop the algorithm.
2. Data and Parameter Settings
In this application, a kind of medium size problem has been handled with size (n=10, m=5). The random data has been used in the application. In order not to converge quickly the poor solutions, a relatively high initial temperature T0 has been taken (T0 =100000) in SA algorithm. Cooling rate is also taken high because of keeping the accepting probability of poor results high (r= 0.80). L=1500, the iteration limit for temperature change is sufficient to get optimum results for this medium size problem. K=35000, the global iteration limit is also sufficient to get best results for the problem (n=10, m=5).
3. Computational Results
The SA algorithm for the tcd-TSP was developed using MatlabR2015b and run on a PC Pentium (R) Dual-Core CPU 3.33 GHz speed with 4 GB of RAM. The proposed SA based algorithm converged to the optimal solution within acceptable time. The coded algorithm was run 10 times for each pair of alpha and beta and 35000 iterations for each run. As seen in Table   1 ,  varies in the interval [10, 100] and  is kept fixed at 0.01. In Table 2 ,  is kept fixed at 90 and  varies in the interval [0.01, 1]. Although the algorithm explores the solution according to the objective function, the optimum selection may be done after all of the algorithmic processes are completed. In the study, optimum traveling path of salesmen has been selected from Table 1 and 2 according to the sum of the primary and secondary tour lengths. Here, the findings indicate that the objective function of model provides the alternative solutions to the tcd-TSP. However, the optimum has been 84 determined among the alternative solutions. The proposed SA based algorithm was found successful to get acceptable results for this problem. Alternatively, many neighborhood structures can be developed and used successfully. Table 1 tells that the tour number nine is optimal and Table 2 shows that again, the same tour is optimal when the total tour length is considered. Besides this information, optimal parameter values have been found in the interval for alpha and beta. The optimal traveling path of salesmen and its length are as follows. 3-6-1-2-9-10-7-12-8-5-4-3 Optimal Length of A: 24136, Alpha for A: 90
The Primary Tour
The Secondary Tour
12-13-15-14-11-12
Optimal Length of B: 2182, Beta for B: 0.01 
Conclusions
In this paper, an integer programming model has been proposed for the tcd-TSP. The paper also introduces the SA based approach for this problem. In order to verify the validity and effectiveness of the proposed model and algorithm, the problem was solved through random data. The findings indicate that many alternative solutions can be obtained by using different pairs of alpha and beta. As observed in many tours, the length of second tour changes because of the relative size of parameters and the data used in the study. Thus, the results reveal that the cost of path changes as the preferences of traveling salesmen on the path change. Therewithal, the model ensures to fix and update the optimum location of depots.
The proposed model can be applied to various industrial sectors as transportation and tourism are the foremost. It helps the manager to control the travel plan whenever the cost of it changes. Further, the model specifies the optimum location 85 of depots and transfer points. However, the board of management may decide to move the optimum locations while considering the real world constraints. Hence, they apply the sub-optimal results.
As distinct from this study, new mathematical models which take the fixed and variable delivery costs into consideration will be proposed for the tcd-TSP. The new constraints, like time windows, can also be modeled within the problem. In addition to that, new algorithmic approaches will be used to solve more complex structured tcd-TSP. The developing ideas, mathematical models and algorithms upon this problem will be applied to real world problems.
